**Staff – Team Greenhills**

**Senior Management Team**
- Mrs Elaine Johnston: Head Teacher (Whole school and P4-P7)
- Mrs Joan Miller: Depute Head Teacher (Early Years, P1-3)
- Mrs Vicky Murray: Depute Head Teacher (Supported classes)

**Class Teachers**
- Miss Gail Wilson: Teacher P1
- Miss Rachel Black: Teacher P1
- Miss Helen Glen: Teacher P1
- Mrs Lorraine Nimmo: Teacher P2
- Mrs Patricia Orr: Teacher P2/3
- Mrs Joyce Russell: Teacher P2/3/4
- Mrs Raisah Goheer: Teacher P2/3/4/5
- Miss Lynne Marshall: Teacher P3/4
- Mr Stephan Savilasko: Teacher P3/4/5
- Mrs Tracy Marshall: Teacher P4/5
- Mr Donald Whitelock: Teacher P4/5
- Miss Kirsty Holman: Teacher P4/5/6/7
- Mr Stephen Heidinger: Teacher P5
- Mrs Natalie Martin: Teacher P5/6/7
- Mrs Christina Barroso Haining: Teacher P6
- Mrs Jennifer Walker: Teacher P7
- Mr Scott McPhilemy: Principal Teacher

**Additional Teaching Staff**
- Mrs Christine Orr: CCC Teacher
- Mrs Kelly Jamison: CCC Teacher
- Mr Scott Webster: CCC Teacher
- Miss Stacey McAllister (0.4): CCC Teacher

**Support Staff Office**
- Mrs Pauline Fraser: Team Leader
- Mrs Jacqui Cameron: Mainstream Support Staff
- Mrs Debbie Richardson: Mainstream Support Staff
- Mrs Claire Barton: Mainstream Support Staff

**Classrooms**
- Mrs Lisa Benbow: Mainstream Support Staff
- Mrs Annette Moore: Mainstream Support Staff
- Mrs Irene Stanley: Mainstream Support Staff
- Mrs Ruth Strachan: Mainstream Support Staff
- Mrs Deborah Thomson: Mainstream Support Staff
- Mrs Alison Arbuckle: Mainstream Support Staff
- Miss Nicola McCandlish: Mainstream Support Staff
- Mrs Theresa Barsotti: ASN class Support Staff
- Mrs Margaret Macaulay: ASN class Support Staff
- Mrs Clare McGhee: ASN class Support Staff
- Mrs Margaret Meikle: ASN class Support Staff
- Mrs Margaret Rutherford: ASN class Support Staff
- Mrs Helen Thomson: ASN class Support Staff
- Mrs Margaret Connor: ASN class Support Staff
- Mrs Lesley Davidson: ASN class Support Staff
- Mrs Andrea Carmichael: ASN class Support Staff
- Mrs Stephanie Sweeten: ASN class Support Staff
**Nursery Staff**
- Mrs Abory McNulty - Nursery Teacher
- Mrs Jennifer Phin - Team Leader
- Mrs Marie Anderson - Early Years Worker (part time)
- Mrs Margaret Dickson - Early Years Worker
- Mrs Debra McGarry - Early Years Worker (part time)
- Miss Nicola Grassom - Early Years Worker (part time)
- Mrs Janet Love - Early Years Worker (part time)
- Mrs Amanda McBride - Early Years Worker (part time)
- Miss Katie Rose Maley - Early Years Worker (part time)
- Mrs Lynn Duff - Early Years Worker (part time)
- Miss Danielle Gallagher - Early Years Worker (part time)
- Mrs Jessica McMillan - Early Years Worker (part time)
- Mr Wayne Henry - Janitor

**Kitchen Staff**
- Mrs Fiona Westwater - Cook
- Mrs Pauline Cunningham - Kitchen Assistant
- Mrs Louise Hopkins - Kitchen Assistant
- Miss Julie McKechnie - Kitchen Assistant
- Mrs Shona Hartley - Kitchen Assistant
- Mrs Karen Doyle - Kitchen Assistant
- Mrs Guardish Kaur - Kitchen Assistant

**Cleaning Staff**
- Mrs Marion Lacey - Cleaning Supervisor
- Mrs Jaswinder Shergill - Cleaner
- Mrs Julie McLaren - Cleaner
- Mrs Janette McEwan - Cleaner
- Mrs Haberjhan Kaur - Cleaner
- Mrs Lorraine Love - Cleaner
- Mrs Lorraine Douglas - Cleaner